To alleviate her diabetic neuropathy symptoms, Amy’s doctor prescribed several different medications. None of the medications worked well and Amy experienced some negative side effects. It was not until her doctor prescribed Metanx, that Amy finally experienced significant relief from her symptoms. After taking Metanx for several months, Amy wrote a letter to her doctor praising this new medical food. Her doctor forwarded her letter to the pharmaceutical representative and her letter eventually reached the top executives at Pamlab. Amy was subsequently invited to share her experiences with Metanx at their annual corporate meeting. Amy and her husband were flown to New Orleans and attended the week long corporate meeting. Amy’s presentation was very well received and a gift basket of special goodies from New Orleans was sent to the lab with a thank you note from the owner’s of Pamlab.

Metanx is a prescription medical food and has a unique formulation providing active forms of folate, vitamin B6 and vitamin B12.

Also in April, Olga Trofimova gave a tour to Dr. Gon Namkoong, Assistant Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Old Dominion University and Sylvain Marsillac, Associate Professor at the University of Toledo.